
mobitherm joins the Mobil in Time Group

Previously, Mobil in Time served the German market from its location in Aach

(BW), as well as from its more central site in Riedstadt (HE). The integration of

mobitherm, located in Feldkirchen-Westerham (BAV), marks a further milestone

for MiT Group, both geographically and technically. Our committed goal is to

provide HVAC installers, construction companies and all other building

technology businesses with fast and reliable solutions as well as in-depth

technical expertise for mobile heating, cooling, and air throughout Germany.

According to Michael Thiess, Managing Director of Mobil in Time Deutschland

GmbH, this integration will primarily benefit customers: "The integration of

mobitherm is a crucial step for Mobil in Time to further strengthen our position

as a specialist provider of mobile heating and cooling systems. By merging the

two companies, we are even more responsive to our customers: we can offer an

expanded equipment pool, a larger team and an additional location, resulting in

even better execution speed and flexibility for our customers.”

For mobitherm's employees and customers, the integration will have little impact.

mobitherm’s team and its previous owner Ingo Zahn will stay on board and

continue to consistently deliver the highest service level to its customers. Ingo

Zahn will remain in the company as regional manager for the location in

Feldkirchen-Westerham and is looking forward to the transition: "I am very proud

of mobitherm's development and the performance of my team. We look forward

to joining forces and offering our customers the well-known, excellent service

with a significantly expanded product range."

Verium is an independent multi family office and manages direct investments in

medium-sized companies in the DACH region for its investors. Latest investments

include Home Instead, basefit.ch, Christ & Heiri, Toradex, Ceposa/F&S,

Quickmail/Quickpac, Mobil in Time, DSwiss, Zünd/Optivac and Sequotech.

For this transaction, Verium was advised by de Angelis Rechtsanwälte PartG mbB

(Legal) and AC Christes & Partner GmbH (Finance/Tax).
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mobitherm operates in the greater

Munich area as a full-service provider

for mobile heat and air solutions as

well as construction drying. The

company has earned an excellent

reputation as a full-service provider

with a high degree of quality and

flexibility.

Thanks to continuous growth, great

technical expertise and strong regional

roots, mobitherm developed long-

standing customer relationships with

HVAC installers, building technicians

and property managers. The company

is located in Feldkirchen-Westerham,

Germany, and mainly serves the

greater Munich area.

MiT Group includes Mobil in Time, a

leading provider of mobile energy

solutions in the areas of heating,

cooling and steam applications. As of

2020 (resp. 2021), MiT Group also

owns nassag Trocknungs- und

Messtechnik AG, Trobag

Trocknungstechnik AG and Zigerlig

Bautrocknung AG, which are active in

the field of water damage restoration

as well as construction drying.

Diessenhofen, April 4, 2023 - The Mobil in Time Group ("MiT Group"), a

leading provider of mobile energy solutions in Switzerland and Germany, is

integrating the Bavarian company mobitherm into Mobil in Time Deutschland

GmbH. Thanks to the merger, MiT Group strengthens its leading position as a

mobile energy systems provider and further expands its footprint in southern

Germany.
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